it
° cracy substitutes election by
' ® '"competent many fo r
Ppointment by the corrupt few.'
G . BERNARD SH A W
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J-JOW much of the Cyprus crisis is
real and how much of the crisis
is invented and created by the out
side powers? How much of the
real crisis can be laid at the dooi
of religious prejudice and economic
poverty? To what extent is Cyprus
being used by the politicians of the
larger and lesser powers to engage
in the power game? Are we per
haps witnessing the beginning of a
manoeuvre to wind-up NATO—with
a corresponding winding up of the
Warsaw Treaty organisation, both
of which are so riddled with internal
strife, that America and Russia
might well be looking for the for
mula to justify their dissolution?
These and other questions come to
mind as one ploughs through the
reams of newsprint discussing the
Cyprus crisis and the comings and
goings of politicians. At the moment
they areall wrangling about the
composition of an international
force which should go to Cyprus to
keep the peace and the island’s
needs come second to considerations
proceedural and political. If Nato
provides the force, then there are
complications with Turkey who, as
a member of Nato, will wish to
participate in i t If the United Nat
ions deal with the matter then
Britain and the US are worried lest
Russia might want to interfere. And
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Political Jackals now
Descend on Cyprus
presumably it is these considerations
which have produced a change of
attitude in the American govern
ment, which at first was prepared
to let Britain stew in its little crisis,
but has now been prompted to send
a high officer of the State Depart
ment to have urgent talks with the
British government.
★

W H A T has all this to do with
solving the problems that be
set the unhappy island and its mere
half million inhabitants? But surely
if an international force on the island
can prevent the Greek- and TurkishCypriots from killing each other that
is something? One cannot deny the
practical force of such an argument,
if in fact it could be implemented
without the cure ending up by being
worse than the disease. If one takes
the alleged main problem that is

the cause of bloodshed—that is the
antagonisms between the Greek
majority (80 per cent- of the popoulation) and the Turkish minority (20
per cent)—it would be a simple
matter to keep one faction from
attacking the other if they each occu
pied well defined parts of the island.
But the fact is that Turkish villages
exist alongside Grefek ones; there
are “terrorist” mobile groups on
both sides, and one' cannot believe
that either the Greeks or the Turks
are ideologically united—we know
for instance that the: Greek com
munist faction probably hate the
Grivas right wing faction more than
they hate most of the Turkish min
ority. What size international force
would therefore be needed, and
what measures would it have to take
to ensure a forced , ^peaceful co
existence among the islanders? It
JKggggM9E|

POWER CORRUPTS
/"'H A N A was to be the show piece
^
of African independence. Nukrumah came to power the traditional way,
struggling against British colonialism, a
spell in jail, elections and so to ‘lop
man'. There was no European prob
lem to complicate the path towards
Ghana's independence, the Gold Coast
was the ‘white man's grave', therefore,
the majority of ‘pukka sahibs' left it
severely alone.
Nkrumah has had a turbulent career
since independence; the 'opposition',
especially from the Ashanti and its
Chiefs, has been virile to say the least.
At a delegate conference in October,
1957, the Opposition Parlies united to
call themselves the United Party, setting
the stage for future battles.
The first smell of dictatorship came
in May, 1957, when Nkrumab spoke of
freedom of worship being embodied in
the Constitution, but he would not
tolerate the activities of certain religious
bodies, 1st. Jehovah’s Witnesses, because
they ignored activities pertaining to the
STATE and didn’t warn to know any
thing about voting. I carry no torch
for any religious body, but his action
against the J.W.’s was the thin edge of
the wedge.
In August 1957, a couple of foreign
newspaper men were deported from
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Ghana. The official hand-out by the
Minister of Information, Mr. Kofi
Baako stated that the freedom of the
Press in Ghana was not in danger and
that his Government welcomed con
structive criticisms. In Accra on August
29, in a speech to Parliament, Dr.
Nkrumah said, “I don’t resent criticism
appearing in liberal European news
papers in regards to the deportation; I
think critics are not fully informed, but
think we all should be glad so much
interest should be taken in what we are
doing here*. It is a tribute to the im
portance of Ghana as a symbol in the
world.”
Critics were not fully informed be
cause according to James Morris, Man
chester Guardian (Sept. 2, 1958); “One
of the difficulties of reporting recent
affairs in Ghana has been Dr. Nkrumah’s
resolute refusal to see coorrespondents
or give Press conferences.”
The Ghana Trades Union Congress
is Government controlled. It consists
of a single centralised body with de
partments to cater for various occupa
tions. One union for each industry. It
is reported that when Nkrumah visited
Russia and Communist China two years
ago. be was so impressed by their
system that he said he intended adopt
ing it in Ghana.
The recent referendum therefore
should not have come as a surprise.
The type of voting figues and results are
true to form o f the ‘People’s Democra
cies’. In Ashanti the stronghold of the
opposition, the Convention People's
Party really excelled themselves. Ac
cording to the Guardian (3/2/64), they
sealed the "NO” boxes. One must for
give Nkrumah's party for being so crude
at this stage; with experience they will
learn the art of subtlety in such matters.
On February 18, the Ghanaian National
Assembly resumes its sitting. The seven
sitting members of the Opposition United
Party, will either have lo join the Con
vention People's Party or get out. There
is no room for opposition in a one-party
Stale. Nkrumah already has power to
quash decisions of the special criminal
courts which try treason cases if he
thinks the courts decisions are not in the
interests of Stale security. One does not
expect 'justice' from the Law Courts but,
in Ghana you don't even get 'the Law'.

seems quite obvious to us that a
token force would be helpless as
well as being accused of creating
incidents; while an overwhelming
force would have to act as a repres
sive occupation army, and as in the
Congo, in the end would become
itself a major international problem,
apart from sharpening the antagon
isms, real and artificially created,
within the country itself.
Q N E has to face up to the fact that
at the moment deep divisions,
and hostility divide the Greek and
Turkish communities, and since the
lives of many innocent people are
at stake it is inconceivable that out
siders should shrug their shoulders
and say it’s none of their business
and leave it at that. Thpre are many
unofficial bodies in the world today
who do valuable work to relieve the

previously they had not existed in
order to hold on to office and power.
The discussions that have been
taking place in London over the
Cyprus crisis are essentially con
cerned with the power struggle at
top level inside Cyprus as well as
outside, and therefore it follows
that peace or strife among the com
munities there, is for them not a
matter of life and death for innocent
people, but a tactical weapon in
that struggle. Compare the inter
national ‘crisis” developing over the
incidents in Cyprus with the com
plete indifference to the daily mas
sacre in Rwanda-Urundi—where it
seems that the Bahutu people are
intent on wiping out the Watutsi,
and have so far, according to
reports, accounted for 15,000—in
order to appreciate the hypocrisy of
all governments.
As with all countries, Cyprus is
divided into the haves and the have
nots. The majority of the popula
tion whether Greeks or Turks,
Christians of Muslims, should be
united by their age-long poverty 0
and ignorance which 300 years of
Turkish g g and § | of British
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The time is now ripe for the future
dictatorial clique to be brain-washed,
Ghana students holding Government
scholarships must “conform to the new
era”. According to the Ghanaian Times
the dlite must be reorientated; “Critic
ism must be orientated and LIMITED
comrade.”
How long will the Convention People’s
Party be able to maintain the ‘I love
Nkrumah’ slogan? Britain’s deliberate
policy in the Gold Coast was a one-crop
economy: Cocoa. And the situation is
still the same. Is history going to re
peat itself? Industrialization on the
backs of the workers at the expence of
their freedom. Must we stand by and
watch the seemingly inevitable happen?
B ill Christopher.
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because t f ^ l t o t t h d r f t i n c t i o n to
patching up the damage and not to
preventing it, they are recognised
by most governments. But what all
governments invariably resist are
attempts by unofficial bodies of citi
zens to act as mediators where dif
ferences between small or large com
munities are threatening to deter
iorate into blind hatred and violence.
This is understandable since govern
ment came in where communities
could not or would not resolve their
differences among themselves, and
its future is guaranteed so long as
mankind is divided by real and/or
imaginary differences. Indeed, gov
ernments foment differences where
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there is no
to believe that
enosis (union with Greece) would
change matters. Cyprus is plagued
with priests, politicians and para
sites. What the Cypriots need is to
be helped to help themselves, and
such solidarity can only come from
unofficial sources. What Cyprus
needs is not another army of occu
pation but an “invasion” of people
of goodwill to speak to, and work
with, the ordinary people of the
island, Turks and Greeks, and sus
tained by other people of goodwill
throughout the world, in an attempt
to break down the artificial barriers
Continued on page 3
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Postmen should take
action for themselves!
The Post Office’s plans for the intro
duction of an unaddressed household
delivery service are meeting with strong
opposition. Even some Tory Members
of Parliament, although voting with their
Party against the Labour motion to
restrict the service, abstained in the
vote on the Government amendment
approving the plan. One of the Tories,
Mr. Hirst, surprisingly enough based his
opposition on the fact that it would
overburden the postmen.
Labour's
motion was to exclude political untl
other contentious matter from the
service.
It is expected that the new scheme
will bring in an estimated profit pi
£300,000 per year, which will increase
in future years. Certain organisations
have already taken advantage of the
service and this has | j | to many reso
lutions opposing it being sent in from
branches of the postmen’s unions, and
even refusal by some postmen to deliver
the leaflets. One org»n'“ation, the Aims
of Industry, has been 'ending out anti
nationalisation propaganda, and postmen
at Hampstead have Refused to deliver
these leaflets, saying that they would
delay the ordinary leticr delivery service.

Postmen in Central London have
voted In opposition to this new scheme
and from many union branches all over
the country has come the call for strike
action. Mr. Smith, the General Sec
retary of the Union of Post Office
Workers, is against any strike action,
which could be one method of pre
venting Mr. Bevins, the Postmaster
General, from putting his plans into
operation. Postmen can expect nothing
from Mr. Smith, but must take action
themselves.
At the moment postmen are already
overburdened with work and have to
work many hours of overtime. They
have no individual say in this as over
time is compulsory. Staff shortage makes
it necessary for the postmen to carry
bags weighing 40-50 lbs., when the
maximum laid down in the rules is
35 lbs. Even though the amount of
mail in the bags is increased, there is
aften quite a large amount left behind
at the sorting office to await the next
delivery. For this, postmen receive a
pittance for a wage. In central London
the wage is £12 17s. elsewhere only
£11 15s. Bnd the postman has to be 25
years old before he gets even this,

which is considered to be the “adult”
wage. It is estimated that this is £3 3s.
per week less than that earned by the
average worker in industry. At the
negotiations going on for a pay increase,
the Post Office has offered the “guiding
light" of 3i%, but this has been re
jected.
Postmen, for far tqo long now, have
been hampered by outdated rules and
regulations of the Civil Service. Rely
ing on their union executive is going
to get them nowhere. If the Post
Office’s scheme goes through, the post
men's lot will become even worse. Some
form of action will have to be organ
ised to stop the introduction of the un
addressed household delivery service
and to gain substantial increases in.
wages. Work-to-rule for higher wages
and a boycott of the leaflet delivery
service.
There seems to be, at the present time,
no rank and file organisation of post
men. This must be built up now. for
it is the only way to defeat this scheme
and at the same time, win a well
deserved pay increase.
HULL DOCKERS BAN OVERTIME
When cargoes of timber from Canada
arrived this week at Hull docks, it was
found that new methods of packaging
were being used in an effort to speed-up
unloading. This was a direct threat to
the wages of the dockers, as they are
paid piecework rates.
The dockers who were scheduled lo
unload these cargoes, withdrew their
Continued on p eg* 4
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heads are inhabited by spooks.
perale style of thinking, and taking
“The revolution commands one to
as inviolable truth what furnishes
make arrangements, the insurrection
comfort and tranquillity to thousands,
they overleap all bounds of tradition
mortal enemy of the
a n d t‘he m
' '
demands that he rises or exalts him
and run wild with their impudent
self.
verent adversarlof £ega Pr °perty'
criticisms
and untamed mania for
“If a rock bars my way 1 will go
doubt, these extravagant vagabonds.
ON what shore * 111 E eg0iSt tand. * ho
round it until 1 have powder to blow
They form the class of the unstable,
is impelled by hi* determinism and has
it up. I will go round the laws of
restless, changeable, i.e., of the prole
made a clean s*eep of hls Pr<Wd,ces;
my country until I have enough force
tariat, and. if they give voice to their
This is the secoliff Phase of “St,rnens™ •
to destroy them.
unsettled nature, are called ‘unruly
To the shore of unl0n> o£ association
fellows’..’
“Therefore; turn to yourselves rather
A/! AX STIRNER was born in Bay- (The new edition of Stimer's "The Ego . . . But a union based on voluntary
Stimer did not ‘go to the people’ as
than your gods or idols. Bring out
■• reuth, Bavaria, on October 25,,4 806. and His Own" recently published by the
out from yourselves what is in you, did Bakunin, Kropotkin, or Tolstoy, (or
He was not a prolific writer, much of Libertarian Book Club of New York will contract, a union ° f e8°ists> wh,ch IS
not haunted by the spooks of unselfishbring it to the light, bring yourselves example. He was not a prolific pro
his time being absorbed by the problems bring this classic of individualist anar-1
ducer with both mean and generous
to revelation.”
of daily existence. Of his writings, only chism before the eyes of a new gene- ness, sacrifice, aabnegatmn, etc
one has reached us. In it is reflected his ration of anarchists. The following A union where our individual forces Such is the essence of the message that bourgeois prejudices as was Proudhon;
personality; in it he tried to express his article by E. Armand, a leading French will be increase! © those o£ ° ur asso'
Max Stimer, in delivering it to the men nor a savant with the spirit of evengelithought and to show a way of liberation interpreter of Stimer, presents an out ciates, where w<£*ia be both users and of his time, addressed to the men of all cal kindness as was Rdclus. Nor an
aristocrat like Neitzsche. He was one
line of some of Stirner’s main ideas. It used. A union which will be used by times.
to the men of his time.
of us. He never found himself in a
is an abridgement of a translation by you for your !Pwn PurPoses without
♦
*
*
*
*
* ,
sure and profitable position. He had
being troubled i by an obsession with
T here is Stirner and his work; there J.G. of "te stirnerisme”.— S.E.P.)
One of the most remarkable passages to follow many different trades in order
“social duties” ! A unlon which you
is “The Ego and His Own” and “Stirnerin “The Ego and His Own” is that in to exist. The glory that surrounded the
will
considers
as:
your
property,
your
ism”. Max Stirner speaks to the men
BE
weapon, your tool, and which you which Stirner defines the bourgeoisie in celebrated exiles, revolutionary militants
of all times without assuming the
theatrical manner of a prophet thunder he voluntarily carry out the social con will leave, when it JS no longer of use relation to the ddclasse. This quotation or leaders of schools, was unknown to
is the best answer to those who see in him. He had to get out of his difficul
ing from the depths of his cavern as tract, or does he conform because to you.
But one should not imagine that this Stirner and his successors only bour ties as he could. Instead of the marks
does Nietzsche. He is not a leachet education, prejudice and conventions of
of respect which the bourgeoisie, in spite
teaching his pupils. He speaks to all all kinds cram his skull? This is the union, which permits the individual to geois individualists:
“The bourgeosie professes a moral of everything, bestow on certain famous
who want to listen to him, as a lecturer problem that Stirner tries to solve. For realize himself by it, does not demand
ity which is most closely connected revolutionaries, Stirner received the re
anything in returnwho can gather around him an audience the first time!
with its essence. The first demand, of buffs which are the lot of individuals
It is true that the Stirnerian union
of all types—workers as well as intel
this morality is to the effect that one without occupation or guarantee.
In order to put the individual back does not preset* itself as a spiritual
lectuals,
should carry on a solid business, an , It was his own experiences which
into his natural determinism Stirner power superior to the spirit of its mem| To understand the significance of
honourable trade, lead a moral life. educated him. Therefore he was able
“Stirnerism" it is necessary to eliminate attacks the pillars on which modern man Bbers—it exists for them, it is their
Immoral, to it, is the sharper, the
from “The Ego and His Own” all that has built Society: God, State, Church, creation. But fd| it to fulfil its end, for
demirep, the thief, the robber, and to draw a more striking portrait of the
the
“Cause”,
Morality,
Liberty,
Justice,
the individual teiescapc “from the con
murderer, the gambler, the penniless bourgeois than that drawn much later
is merely relative to the epoch when the
man without a situation, the frivolous by Flaubert from a purely aesthetic
book was written. Without this pre the Public Good, Abnegation, Law, straint inseperaae from life in the
man. The doughty bourgeois desig viewpoint.
liminary work the reader may be tempted people’s Rights Honour, Patriotism, State or society,1J it must be understood
nates the feeling against these ‘im
The characteristic of the bourgeois
to think that he is in the presence of Truth—in brief, ideals of all kinds. that there will be some “restriction of
moral’ people as his ’deepest indigna world, according to Stirner, is to have a
a confession or a philosophical testa These ideals, whether of the past or cl liberty And limitation of the will.”
tion.’ All these lack settlement, the serious occupation, an honourable moral
“Give and tala”. As an egoist, my
ment. Once this has been done, he will the present, are spooks lying hidden in
solid quality of business, a solid, profession. In short, a right to settle
find himself in front of a sturdy and all the “corners” of his mentality, which friend, you wilMuse other egoists, but
seemly
life, a fixed income, etc., in
well-planted tree, a perfectly coherent take possession of his mind, establish on condition th a t you will accept being
short, they belong, because their ex ment in life. The bourgeoise may be
themselves
there
and
prevent
him
from
used by them- in return. In Stirner's
doctrine, and he will not be surprised
istence does not rest on a secure basis, a worker or a rentier; he can call him
union, one ma$B sacrifice oneself for
to find that this doctrine has given birth following his egotistic will.
to the dangerous proletariat; they are self a republican, a radical, a socialist,
After these spooks have beaten a others, but without invoking the sacred
‘individual bawlers’ who offer no a syndicalist, a communist, even an anar
to a movement.
‘guarantee’ and have ‘nothing to lose’ chist; he can belong to a Lodge, to a
For Stirner, the individual is the basis retreat, the pillars of his faith and be character of thea Union. You will do
liefs
collapse,
and
the
individual
finds
and so nothing to risk . . . every league for human rights, to a socialist
it simply because it is pleasing and
and explanation of humanity. Without
vagabondish way of living displeases electoral committee, or to a communist
human beings there is no humanity; himself alone. At last he is he. His natural for you to do so.
him. For there are intellectual vaga cell; he may even pay his subscription
Stirner recognises that the State is
the whole cannot be understood except “I” is disengaged from all the matrixes
bonds too, to whom the hereditary to a revolutionary party. As long as
by means of the part. Unless one ac that have restrained and prevented him based on the slavery of work; that if
dwelling-place of their fathers seems bis life rests on a sure basis, as long as
cepts these premises one may as well from showing himself as he is. The work were free the State would imme
too
cramped and oppressive for them
stop here. This sociological entity is table has been swept clean; the clouds diately be destroyed. That is why the
to be willing to satisfy themselves with he offers moral guarantees, bourgeois
that
obscured
his
horizon
have
disap
workers
should
aim
at
the
destruction
neither a being in becoming, nor a
the limited space any more; instead he is and bourgeois he remains.
E. A rmand.
superman, but a man like you: or me peared; the sun is shining with all its of the State, or to do without it, which
of keeping within the limits of a ternwhose determinism impels him to be brightness—and the way is free. The comes to the same thing.
*
*
%
individual
knows
no
more
than
one
what he has the power to be. But is •
Iman, as we know him, what his deter cause: his own, and this cause he does ■ There remains the way in which the
minism makes him? In other words, is not base on external things, or the egoist, or union.]of egoists, will react
canning of
he what he ought to be or coulr be? phantom values with which his mind against
an
^
The man w«. mwt in tka ^lnn. nJ .. . l a . — was stuffed before He.
the
absolute
sense
of
the
word:
his
only
men's
minds
focjfthe
ends
of
domination
tainment or of work, is he a natural
product of an artificial compound? Does resource from now on is his own power. and exploitation- After the destruction
All external regulations are buried. He of the Stite, Stirnerism” does not in
is freed from inner constraints which tend to play th^r same role in order to
are worse than external imperatives and force those whp'jhaVe neither the need
now he looks to himself for his own nor the capacity, to form unions of ego
regulation and law. He is unique and ists. Stirner does not advocate revolu
belongs entirely to himself. There ts tion. His philosophy is not a synonym
only one superior right for him: the for messianism. ' Against those Who
(F rom our C orrespondent)
ports came from the U.S.S.R., Bulgaria,
right to his own, well-being. “Pain has possess and exploit to the extent that J^ETU R N IN G from South Africa there Rumania, N. Korea and Latvia.”
w e can su p ply
to disappear to give place to satisfac they do not leave to the exploited bread
is time for reflection, and there is
Some Cold War! Some Boycott!
tion.”
ANY book in print.
to eat or a place to lay their heads,
time for consideration of events in
Again, from this same source the
Also out-of-print books searched far
Consider the point at which the Unique nor pay them the full value of their East and Central Africa.
extent of the Boycott can be measured;
—and frequently found! This includes
has arrived! There is no truth outside labour, insurrection or rebellion is the
Perhaps the most appropriate com “in the agricultural sphere” , the most
paper-backs, children’s books and taxi
books. (Please supply publisher’s name of himself. He does everything for the thing. There is ‘ unproductive land, ment on South Africa came from the hopeful sphere of the economy from
love of himself, not for the love of God there are strong-boxes full to overflowing British fascist O. Mosley, who was visit the point of view of-a boycott, “during
If possible).
or of men. His relationship with others —what the hellf | There is no place for ing South Africa at the same time as thes past year . . . the country’s farmers
is one of use or profit. Right and justice sentimentalism When it is a question this writer. Asked whether - there was continue to export their 'produce, over
NEW BOOKS
derive from him. What he wants is of affirming the right of the individual an affiliated or allied group to his party seas on a large scale in spite of boycotts
The Civil War in Spain
what is just. Away with all. causes that or the united to well-being. The self- in S; Africa, Mosley replied-, “We do and threats of boycotts from several
(ed.) Robert Payne 36/are not his! He is his own cause and conscious ego will not be embarrassed not wish to set up an opposition to the quarters. The flow of South African
Talks to Parents and Teachers
by the scruples that haunt those whose National Party because there is little goods to all the country's important
Homer Lane 8/6 is neither “good” nor “evil”. He is the
difference between our party, and that of traditional markets was not affected at
La CNT en la Revolucion Espanola
Government of South Africa.” This all during the year (1963).'
Jose Peirats (Vol. 3 only) 16/I ANARCHISM TODAY the
would seem to indicate the position in
“In a sense the loss (and threatened
Commonwealth versus Sacco and
South Africa, that bastion of the free loss)- of some markets overseas has
Vanzetti
(ed.) Robert P. Weeks 22/world
against
the
international
Com
Marx, Proudhon and European
operated to- S. Africa’s benefit because
munist conspiracy.Socialism
J. Hampden Jackson 8/6
not only has this prompted exporters
Rebel in Paradise: a Biography of
Yet, one wonders! A glance at the to investigate actively the possibilities
ANARCHISM is a way of life, and a Federation of . Anarchist Groups in
Emma Goldman Richard Drinnon 48/when most people live the anar London there was a newspaper reporter. January 1964 “Barclays Trade Review” offered by alternative markets but it
Anarchy and Order Herbert Read 16/He works for the Guardian, the well might cause some uncertainty. Here- we has also resulted in farmers making
chist way of life we will be living in
Sex in Society
Alex Comfort 21/read: “South Africa’s exports (excluding greater efforts to produce quality pro
known “Posh’’ Liberal-Labour daily.
Darwin and the Naked Lady
an anarchist society. .
Alex Comfort 18/-,
This person was not asked to the gold bullion and specie) to Soviet bloc ducts at competitive prices.”
Which do you change first the Society
countries during the first half of 1963
There is evidence here that the S.
or the people for Society is made up of meeting but he came nevertheless and
African boycott has been effective, if
REPRINTS AND CHEAP EDITIONS people? Answer,, the people.. People’s stood quietly listening to what was amounted to R7.0 million (£3i million)
The main importing countries were not successful. I was assured in S. Africa
Reflections on Violence
ideas and ideals are what makes for the said.
China (R4.2 million), Poland (RJ.3 mil
Georges Sorel 11/6 kind of Society they live in.
Someone who knew him as a member lion), Albania (R649,000)( Czechoslo that secondary products had been adver
sely affected by the boycott but primary
The London Years Rudolf Rocker 7/6
of that dishonourable profession asked
Today
most
:
people
are:
Tories,
and
vakia (R309,766) and East Germany products had not been affected at all.
The Ego and bis Own Max Stimer 15/the
chairman1
if
he
knew
this
creature
it
makes
no
difference
whether
they
vote
T*he Kingdom of God and Peace
(R406,291). Other countries importing The line of attack on South Africa that
Essays
Leo Tolstoy 12/6 Communist, Labour,. Liberal, Conserva was there., Having been found out as from S. Africa on a smaller scale were can be assembled should be based on
it
were,
he
was
asked
to
leave.
tive
or
Fascist.
They
think
largely
in
Communitas
Rumania, Hungary, Bulgaria, U.S.S.R. these facts quoted above; it is thus
Next morning a short article taking and Lithuania.
{ Paid & Percival Goodman 12/6 terms of money and power.
necessary to suggest once more that a
Key to the Door
Alan Sillitoe 7/6
There are very few workers who feel- the piss appeared in this famous daily.
“During the; same period S Africa S. African boycott must be the business
Anarchism
George Woodcock 7/6 that it!s immoral,-to be a capitalist and “The anarchists.would not .vote on prin
The Sane Society"
Erich Fromm 12/6 exploit one’s fellow men because . they ciple but nodded thein heads in agree imported goods from Soviet bloc; coun of the -rank and file workers. Primary
tries valued at R4.2 million. The mail);
ment”. “Anarchists ~don t believe in exporters to South Africa were China pioducts'may be hit internailly by sabot
are either poor,. stupid or< ignorant.
age which has, as yet, only had a trial
REMAINDERS
When one talks about Society and jls organisation yet: were organising”. Ho, (R1.3 mill iop), Czechoslovakia (R1.2 run. When investments are endangered
William Thompson
immorality the usual remark conies out:
ho, ho! Very.funny. .
million), East Germany .(R875,OQO), in S. Africa, the position there might
Richard K. Pankhurst 5/Then low and behold, Anarchists on Hungary
“if you can’t beat ’em joiB ’em.” -..
(R488.748 ,i and
Poland change to the benefit of the African
A Hundred Years of Revolution ■
A
man
who
is
an
anarchist,
cannot
“Tonight”
complex
.with
.bombs
Si
well.
(R267,690). The remainder of the im- majority.
Woodcock, Hewetson, Beloff, &c. 3/6
possibly
make;
a
success
in
the
terms
As
I
see
it
the,
press
is
going
to
have
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon ■
that , .this society thinks in because he some fun with us during this year. anc|; 'OTmPlirl* m tbsrraffO arf) 8 ! OTGifi&Ff 130
George Woodcock 16/is an anarchist. He cannot because he if the ridicule doesn’t work then, the
, Add minimum 1/- for postage.
-TETI g 1
sJfiwra') :
has other values. So society thinks of lies will pour out, such as that anar7
him. as a nut.
chists don’t, believe , in organising,,
If he is an authority ojo something Anarchists,,jn Catalonia must have inn
Freedom Bookshop
like Alex Comfort .for. example. The railways, factories and farms completely
(Open 2 pm .-^5.30.p.m . dally;
fact. th a t.h e js. an anarchist is only- without organising anything. They-must
10 a,m,r—1 pan. Thursdays;
mentioned quickly in passing if at all, have done because they don t .bejieye
10 a.m.—5 p.m. Saturdays).
For we are all, supposed to be balmy in organisation. Ask any reportes,
by; those respectable people who sur radio announcer,, politician or capitalist’s
17a MAXWELL
M
round us. , .
stooge. Don’t ask an anarchist though,
Which finally, leads, me to my point, he couldn’t be expected to know, or if
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN^3736
At the meeting last , week, Friday, the he did know he mightn’t be funny, , %
31st January, that was held to set up
§g J ack Stevenson,

Max Stirner

fascist System
-Communist Trade

BOOKS ?

A LAUGH FOR THE POSH SUNDAYS

90

ENERGY, ENTHUSIASM AND
MONEY ARE REQUIlfft FOR
THE ANTI-ELECTION CAMPAIGN

3
PROCESS IRENEs of the £ 5 S

for the murder of Mcdgar Evers failed
to agree in their verdict and a retrial
was ordered. Leaders of New York's
one-day school boycott to protest
against “slow” de-segregation claimed
that 464,000 and 3,700 teachers had
stayed away. New York has one million
schoolchildren . . .

r S

X T

his parliamentary candid
_
,ey’
P.C Sweet of “Z Cars"Eg H H l
and ‘Captain’ the cat
Dales
Diary” has disappeared. • -Jf,,A D utch spokesman at th® ^ B ue. re~
ferring to the Princess ,r “® affair said,
“I have said so much which has not
been true today that I do not believe
my own words. ’ Mr. Malcolm Muggeridge speaking of th^B ritish mon
archy said, “The story S °« on and on.
There is a happy family, there was a
problem sister, and no'jfl all the girls
Continued from page I to the contrary just now !). And are going to have babies® Here are all
of nationalism and the prejudices of until they get the necessities of a the ingredients of a soag opera. The
religion while at the same time doing civilised life they will be at the English were getting bored with their
something to help them raise their mercy of every political upstart monarchy. I think it lS coming to an
| (promising what he has not the end.” The Evening Standard, comment
standard of living.
power to give) and religious charla ing on the Queen-Mum’s operation for
If we were talking of India, and tan (pie in the sky when you die) appendicitis says, "She should be feel
China with their hundreds ^o f mil-’ on the look-out for suckers.
ing at home at the King Edward VII
lions, of problems, we- could be
Hospital (for Officers). She is there in
★
her own right as a woman officer—she
accused of idealism. Cyprus, thewhole of Cyprus is inhabited by
tye from this distance do is Colonel-in-Chief of several regiments.”
anything to further the process A firm of bookmakers] in Portsmouth
hundreds of thousands. Partition
would involve no more than 50,000 of real self-determination? We can are taking bets on The Royal Stork
Greek- and 40,000 Turkish-Cypriots. because the Cypriot colony in our Stakes’. You can either] choose the sex
one of the four royallbabies expected
(The military solution of the Alger midst is large, industrious, warm of
or their actual names® “I think it’s
ian problem resulted first in the hearted (as weir as money-grabbing). very tasteful,” says Monty Galman, the
exodus o f more than a million And because they have their roots, bookmakers, “We’ve don© a notice-board
Muslim-Algerians, and in the end their contacts, in Cyprus it is —and treated the wh&le thing with
in nearly, that number of French- through them that we should seek respect.” , . .
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The Jackals Descend on Cyprus

CAN

-

Algerians going to France, not to to put over our ideas and plans, as
mention the hundreds of thousands well as looking to them tp raise the
Mr. R. E. Seaton, sentencing an Ameri
killed by the French military forces: means to finance a scheme of self- can
student to three years' imprisonment
help such as we have outlined above. for unlawfully possessing 21,667 grains
in Algeria).
We are not suggesting that our of Indian hemp, saidjjr'This miserable
Obviously as anarchists we are
opposed to partition because it tends task is an easy one. After all while trade could undermine a whole nation.”
to perpetuate ethnic, and other dif it is true that immigrants are very The Comptroller and Auditor-General
ferences, and this is particularly the often the rebellious elements of the found that nine-tenths of the drug bill
case where partition is decided upon community- their rebelliousness can of £95 million was spent on proprietary
(name-brand) drugs. Twenty animals
at top level, by outside governments also be motivated by a desire to which died at Smarden, Kent,- were
or bodies purporting to be armed “get on” at all costs and their deter poisoned by a compound fluoroecetamide
with supra-national powers, such as mination find expression in a willing Which is used as an insecticide, the waste
_ the United Nations Organisation, ness to hire their labour at cut rates. was dumped at the back of a faotory
j The federalism, to which many anar But this is what we must expect and there would now«be restrictions on
chists subscribe is also partition but in the circumstances, though it its sale for rodent 1 control. Various
on a political, -or ideological,' basis should not deter us from our task. means were suggestedlfor getting rid of
and where each individual is free to A fortnight ago, according to the the contaminated earii such as taking
make his choice. The partition that Daily Worker, a thousand “Cypriots it out to sea and dumping it or building
a concrete block round it. The pep
_mrght be imposed on Cyprus ,would and British - supporters” . marched drug
drinamyl received some publicity.
oblige all Greek and T u rk is h mem -itirnn^h Lwjdun ..,-c^jxving posters "The" Evening - 1 ....imjgL , , , .... nml - ...... .
which
as
well
as
declaring
“Cyprus
bers of the island to live in their
| tions how to gel supSlies^Ofthe “purple
respective territories whether they —UN© nog NATO” also called for heart’ tablets and i t was stated by a
“Equal
rights
for
all
Cypriots
.
.
.
wanted to or not—quite another
pharmacist on the tf.B.C. that banning
Let Greeks and Turks live in peace”. sale of the tablets Would only serve to
kettle of fish.
Such a Solution therefore should Many -of these people and others, put up the price and make a living for
be resisted until the real feelings less vocal, besides, have the good
of the people of Cyprus have been will which the anarchists could
ascertained. And this cannot be crystalise but which, in the mean
done by government- o r U.N.-spon- time, the British Communist Party
sored referendums, which are not are busy exploiting for base politi
intended to find out what the people cal motives and which in the end
really want, but are crude psycho4 they will succeed in souring for this
logical gimmicks, the results of very reason, as well as confusing
which can be predicted, and serve the issues more than they already
only to consolidate the power of are.
|From our Correspondent) i
The demonstration, organised by
the government in office (vide the
iS alisburv, F eb . 7.
referendums of de Gaulle in France the Movement for Colonial Free
and Nkrumah in Ghana). The clear dom, supported by Fenner Brock
implication in the statement “what way, M.P, and addressed by, among ripHE announcement yesterday by the
Prime Minister* of S. Rhoodesia,
I really believe” is “what I believe^ others, Mr. William Warbey, MP,
Mr; Winston Field, That his Government
when I am not influenced by the sent a letter to the Govern will ■continue to Siegotiate with the
brain-washers nor the prejudices ment signed by these two notables British Government Kor the granting of
with which I have been brought up”. in which it was urged, if we can independence “until (the point has been
Cyprus throughout recorded history trust the Daily Worker report that
any policing necessary should be reached when no .further fruitful dis
has been a shuttlecock tossed from
established under the authority of' the cussions can take place” has ended, for
one nation to the next. (It is ironi United Nations and the Cyprus Govern the time being, the [growing speculation
cal to note that apart from a short ment. Any forces used should be drawn here as Jo whether the ruling Rhodesian
period in the 4th century it has from neutralist nations so that Cyprus Front Governmentps likely to make a
never belonged to-Greece, and that- would not become involved in any dis unilateral declaration of independence.
However, the issue is obviously only
when in the First World War Britain pute between the two power blocs.
wanted to offer it to Greece in return
Why this blind faith in the United subdued for the tithe being and it still
for her support in Serbia, the offer Nations which, to quote Mr. War- remains open to Field or to his Party
was rejected!) If the Powers have bey, should, besides, enjoy the with another leadejv—probably Mr. Ian
their. way now, ir is unlikely that loyalty of the British Labour move Smith—to make such a declaration.
This whole question of declaring in
Cyprus will be allowed to forge its ment? And both the Daily Worker dependence has been brought to the
own destiny. On the other hand, editorially and their boss, Mr. fore recently by la rspeech made by a
abandoned to their own resources Krushchev in a message to the gov Government Cabinet Minister, Mr. John
the half million inhabitants of ernments of Britain, ■France and Gaunt, who practically announced his
Cyprus have neither the know-how America,' refer to the Security Coun support for a unilateral- declaration of
nor the material resources to prevent cil of the United Nations as the independence—this supplemented an
large-scale hunger or mass-scale proper quarters to discuss the earlier announcement by the Deputy
immigration.
Cyprus issue. Mr. K. in the self- Prime Minister, Mr. Ian Smith, that
Unless we are misinformed, the righteous tones all politicians adopt an independence “declaration would be
“a three day wonder” implying that the
existing population of Cyprus could, when they-.charge their .political ad African population-gnd the World would
by, the rational - exploitation. of the versaries with the crimes they have have finished protesting in three days.
natural resources of the island, sup so often . committed themselves,
Then it appeared that a majority of
port themselves. What-they need, accused, “certain powers [of] flouting
both the Cabinet and the Rhodesian
as we have already pointed out, is the principles of the United Nations Front party, were.-m favour of a uni
the technical know-how, the econo Charter and the generally accepted lateral declaration; the decision by
mic means, as well as liberation norms of international law”, and Winston Field to return to this country
from religious and nationalist brain the Daily, Worker bleats in harmony. by air at once rather than leisurely by
washing which, for obvious reasons, The Cypriot people need support sea as intended, increased fears among
they cannot be expected to get from which is less ephemeral, less oppor the African people that independence
their leaders. ( After all, Makarios, tunist than that offered by Mr. K. might be declared and S. Rhodesia might
as leader of the Orthodox Church and his London sycophants. For be set on the road to apartheid and
in Cyprus, as well as President of all the reasons we have given, we Bantustanism wilh^the British Govern
ment unwilling to sjfp in.
Cyprus, is brain-washer-in-chief of think that.anarchists have something
There then appeared a series of warn
the Cypriot people whatever the positive to give which the political
ings of an intelligent nature as to the
Daily Worker and the C.P. may say parties cannot give.

racketeers. A detective at East London
gave evidence how he promised to pay
a good price for a consignment of stolen
drugs and informed the police when the
thieves delivered the drugs at a prearrarigd spot. . . .
A South D orset coroner said that a
three-day break in tranquiliser treatment
could not have made such a difference
to a prisoner that he would take his
own life. The prisoner had just begun
a 15-month sentence for house-breaking,
store-breaking and larceny. He had
been disturbed by a broken romance and
had financial worries, so he was given
the pills. A verdict of "suicide while
the balance of his mind was disturbed”
was returned. A homosexual under
treatment with aversion-drugs died sud
denly, it was found that he was allergic
to the drug used. . . .
E wald P eters, former detective-inspec
tor in charge of the security squad in
Bonn was found hanged from a hook
with strips of torn bed-linen. He was
charged with complicity in wartime
mass shootings of Jews in Russia.
According to Mary Charles in the
Sunday Citizen Germans are showing
a lack of interest in the war-crimes trials,
a psychiatrist explained, “People just
cannot imagine that such things hap
pened and the average person cannot
live with a feeling of eternal guilt.” A
23-year old man said “I didn’t watch the
trial on TV because I wanted to see
the Olympics from Innsbruck”. A 32year-old journalist said “Frankly people
are gefcfcmg—a—b*i—
—with—these
trials”. . . .
A fter twelve hours the jury trying
Byron de la Beckwith a segregationalist,

MADNESS AND TREASON

Sanity writes that CND have had
difficulty in preliminary negotiations with
the police about the Easter Monday
London march. They-, say, which all
seems curiously familiar “So far the
campaign has been obstructed in its
declared purpose of . . . bringing it (the
march] down Whitehall across the full
width of the road.” The police maintain
that it is not possible to close White
hall. The campaign’s negotiators have
argued (surely we’ve seen this before
somewhere?) a march occupying the
full width of the road will speed the
flow and will make the final stages of
the march more manageable than would
be the case with a long, thin line
Norman Frith, the chief marshal has
presented the police with a detailed plan
for re-routing traffic and adds “ Much
more radical action in closing streets
has been taken during state visits of
foreign royalty”. Let’s not beat about
the bush, these views were expressed in
F reedom after last year’s Aldermaston
march for which the anarchist ideas
were
heavily
criticised
in
CND
quarters. . . .
man” of Sanity visited West-End
Central police station and asked them
what they thought of ‘non-violent train
ing courses for policemen.’ The duty
officer thought they would be “a waste
of our precious time.” He might, how
ever attend if they were run by the
Government. Britain's Special Branch
has added nineteen more officers. Police
with steel helmets, batons and shields
carried out anti-riot training in Valletta,
Malta.. Army units have been issued,
according to the Daily Telegraph with
banners reading, “Halt or we fire”.
This is in preparation for Malta’s in
dependence day, May 31st. . . .

“Sane

Judge W ingate-Saul granting a decree

nisi to a Merchant Navy officer commented on the officer’s admission that he
had committed adultery with Torty
women said "That is as many as I have
seen in a discretion statement”. . . .
Jon Q uixote.

in a flurry of liberal tears the chime
went fo rth : "My God, it means a
revolution! ”
It was not really surprising to hear
the prime minister announce that nego
tiations were to continue for indepen
dence. Howevbr he did publicly admit
that some of his party favoured a uni
lateral declaration of independence and
he did say that statements made by
himself and Mr. Gaunt were contradic
tory and he said he was going for a
holiday in South Africa.
Mr. Field wanted it to be made clear
that “the British Government cannot—
not just will not, but cannot—suspend
-or interfere with our Constitution, and
that we in our turn if they did would
not recognise such interference.”
It is this very point made by Mr.
Field which our dear friend John Gaunt
contradicts for he has stated that the
British Government can intervene in
S. Rhodesia’s affairs and that a Labour
Government might hand S. Rhodesia
over to the United Nations.
So we relax once more in this grisly
country aware that the last word has
not been said and that anything might
happen—quietly suspicious of the many
lies that find a space to breathe here.
It is, no doubt, of no importance to the
bombastic cowboys who display such
imbecility in this land that hundreds of
African children can find no places in
school at all as they blabber away about
ways and means to retain white minority
privileges.

dangers to S. Rhodesia of declaring in
dependence. It was pointed out that it
would be rebellion againest the British
Crown, as a newspaper asked: “The
Governor, Cabinet Ministers, Members
of Parliament, the judges, the police and
members of the military forces have
taken an oath of allegiance to the Queen.
Would they be prepared to. ignore that
oath with all that that - would mean?”
Again it was pointed out that any
drastic action by the police or the army
to support the rebel Government could
result in charges of murder.
A few other considerations were men
tioned: the non-recognition by the world
of the rebel Government, the likelihood
of African Governments-in-exile being
established in N. Rhodesia, the possi
bility of U.N. intervention. Then on
the economic front: “S. Rhodesia holds
substantial sterling balances in London.
These would almost certainly be frozen.”
Again “A Labour Government could
ban the purchase of Rhodesian tobacco."
S. Rhodesia could only turn to S. Africa
—and the amount of help Jo be obtained
would certainly be insufficient.
After this cup of | cold water in the
face the average Rhodesian settler was
three-quarters sober. The emotional
bombshell to come may have even
turned one or two teetotal! Ioshua
Nkomo declared that independence with
minority white rule would mean war,
any unconstitutional and illegal action
would be met immediately with uncon SIMPLE ARITHMETIC
stitutional and illegal action on the part
If every- reader of
of the people.
Dr. Ahrn Palley, Independent M.P.
for Highfield spoke a- few words: “A FREEDOM found just
madness has seized some of our leaders one more reader
—an insanity of treason and rebellion.”
With this thoroughly entertaining our sales would
series of events unfolding before us one
could nearly feel the sharpening of be doubled
pangas, the preparation of poison, the
counting of bullets—by both sides, whilst
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F R E E D O M

B irth Control-

L E T T E R S If

F o r Whom P
D ear Brother,

I have read your article “Poverty,
Population, Religion” in your issue of
21st December, and would say that
whilst I agree that every man and
woman should have the necessary know
ledge • and means to limit the size of
their family according to their personal
desire, I feel that anarchists and liber
tarian socialists should dissociate them
selves from the birth-control campaigns
taking place concerning the under
developed, and even developed, countries.,
which are aimed at the poor. N o one
tells King Saudi of Arabia, who has
more than 200 children, that he should
limit his family, nor do they give this
advice to the Maharajas or wealthy poli
ticians of India.
In America a society for the propa
gation of sterilisation has been set up
and this does not aim to sterilise the
Wall Street Bankers, but aims at steril
ising the quarter of America’s popula
tion living in poverty.
This idea that the poor cause their
own poverty by over-breeding is not
a new one, and, in fact, was put forward
in this country during the hey-day of
the Industrial Revolution and the Poor
Law was based on this premise.
One can see how this attitude persists
by examining the rent scheme of only
one local Council—Portsmouth. A rent
tax, according to the earnings of both
Lusband, wife and any working chil
dren, is to be paid by all tenants.
Family allowance is also to be added to
earnings and taxed accordingly. A 2/6d.
rebate is to be allowed for each child
under working age, providing there are
no. more than three of these. If the
family produce any more children they
have to pay 2/6d. more rent for every
child. Such schemes as this are aimed
at deterring working people from pro
ducing children.
Recently I read an article in a N at
ional paper lamenting the fact that

not many working-class persons make
use of the Family Planning Clinics. The
writer stated that if only the lower-paid
worker could be induced to use the
Pill, the intelligence of the nation would
rise. He added that if working-class
families would become smaller, and
Middle Class larger we (the Middle
Class) would soon outnumber them (the
working class).
Many other writers and intellectuals
are continually pointing out that with
the coming of automation we will not
need so many people and, therefore,
steps should be taken to impose birth
control on “the less intelligent section
of the population”.
Therefore the statement by your
writer that Governments will hot en
courage birth-control because they wish
to have an adequate supply of cannonfodder, is ridiculous. Does he not know
that cannons are outdated by the Bomb?
No doubt many Governments would
like to impose a 1984 world, under the
auspices of such great Humanists as
Huxley, in which the foetus is bred in
laboratories while the mass of the popu-

H ull Dockers
Ban Overtime

FREEDOM PRESS

PUBLICATIONS

PAUL ELTZBACHKR
Anarchism (Seven Exponents of the
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21/*
CHARLES MARTIN
Towards a Free Society 2/6
PETER KROPOTKIN
Revolutionary Government

3d.

RUDOLF ROCKER
Nationalism and Culture
cloth 21/________
JOHN HEWETSON
Sexual Freedom for the Young 6A.
Ill-Health. Poverty and the State
cloth 2/6 paper I/VOLINE
Nineteen-Seventeen (The Russian
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12/6
The Unknown Revolution
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21)
cloth 12/6_________________________
TONY GIBSON
Youth for Freedom 2/Who will do the Dirty Work? 2d.
Food Production & Population 6d.
E. A. GUTK IND
The Expanding Environment
(illustrated) boards 8/6
GEORGE BARRETT
The First Person (Selections) 2/6
Marie-Louise Bemeri Memorial
Committee publications:
Marie-Louise Bemeri, 1918-1949:
A tribute
cloth 5/tourney Through Utopia
cloth 161 paper 7/6
Neither East N or West
paper 7/6

yours fraternally,
S heila L eslie .

London, Feb. | | |

J a z z Again P
C omrades , | | v i f

I have been asked by some of the
comrades if it would be possible to
revive the old Jazz Recitals we used to
have in London. 11
These took the form of lectures on
certain subjects and personalities in
Jazz and were given by those comrades
who felt able. We first had the meet
ings at Peace News but soon moved to
a comrade’s address where we had them
over a period of a couple of years.
This was stopped- when he moved out
of town. I
So if anybody has a place in London
with a fairly good gramophone that is
fairly central and he is interested, will
he please get in> touch. Also people
who don’t and are interested anyway.
If there is sufficient response we will
start again. *
Fraternally,
Enfield.
W J ack Stevenson .

There have been attempts, especially
by the T.G.W .U., to split this unity
by attempting to force out of existence,
the N .A .S.D.U ., the minority “Blue”
union, so called because of the colour
of their union cards The T.G.W.U.'
even went so far as to call for strike
action by their members in Liverpool
docks to try to close down the “Blue”
union there. I am glad to say that this
did not 'meet with any response by the
rank and file o f the T.G.W.U. and the
whole thing was called off by the
officials.
The type o f unofficial action which
the Hull dockers have taken is a com 
mon occurrence in ports. Not very
much is heard about them because they
are usually over very quickly. { heard
of one example, from a T.G.W.U.
docker, at a small wharf of the London
docks. The men at this wharf wanted
more money to unload a certain cargo
and their employers refused. The men
stopped work and also got in touch with
stewards at other docks in the pool of
London. These stewards, representing
several thousand workers, immediately
threatened sympathy action if the claims
of the strikers were not met. At this,
the employers agreed to the strikers'
demands for increased rates o f pay.
This illustrates what can be done
when dockers and other workers have
their own unofficial organisations. They
don’t need the union officials then. The
united action of the men at the place
of work, no matter what union they are
members of, is the best guarantee of
winning demands from the bosses.
P.T.

*

FEB 16 David Kozibue:

*

*

We may be bringing out stickers
in the future and any ideas for
phrases for these will be welcome.
Short, snappy phrases, are what are
wanted.
* ,

♦

*

Offers of help for distribution of
leaflets in our concentrated anti
election campaign in a S.W. London
Borough, starting February 17th,
and donations are still urgently
required.
*

*

*

Orders, ideas, offers and dona
tions to Bill Sticker, 17a, Maxwell
Road, London, S.W.6.
The costs of leaflets and posters
are as follows, with postage addi
tional:—
‘Circus’ Posters—3d. each.
‘Empty Promises’ Posters—
3d. each.
‘Anarchist Alternative’-—
2/6 per 100.
“Hazards of Voting’—
p e ^ 4 0 0 r-

‘Vote? What For? (printed)-^
3/9 per 100.
A n t i -E l e c t io n C o m m it t e e .

PROPOSED YORK
LIBERTARIAN GROUP

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AT
FEBRUARY 8 1964
Weeks A— 6

Informal meeting to discuss a ims at
8 p.m., Wednesday, 26th February, 1964,
at Brian M cGrath’s, Flat 7, 30, Monkgate, York.

£

GET YOUR PERSONAL
FREEDOM
BY SUBSCRIBING TO IT
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Reich’s ‘Do-It-YourselT Therapy and
the Anarchist Movement
ALL WELCOME

H

For activities o f other London
Groups, see 'O ff-C en tre'
activities below.

Meets Tuesdays (in term), Q5 Queens.
Details and information, town and gown*
Adrian Cunningham, 3 N orth Cottages,
Trumpington Road, Cambridge.

l;

O xfo rd Group

1

Contact N. Gould, Corpus Christi.

f j
.E

Tunbridge

Wells Group

J. D. Gilbcrt-Rolfe, 4 M ount Sion,
Tunbridge Wells, Sussex.
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursday in month at
8 p.m..

Tyneside Federation
‘T ren t House”, Leazes Crescent,
(near the R.U.I.), Newcastle....
Meets Wednesdays a t 8 p.m.

PROPOSED GROUPS
BIRM INGHAM A N D
WEST M IDLA ND S

Peter Neville,
12 South Grove, Erdington, Birming
ham, 23.
BIRM INGHAM (UNIVERSITY)

Dave Chaney,
7, Birches Close, Moseley,
Birmingham, 13.
COUNTY OF STAFFO RD
T R A IN IN G COLLEGE
John Wheeler, C.S.T.C., Nr. Stafford,
Staffs.
ED IN BU R G H
Anne-M arie
Fearon,
c/o
Traverse
Theatre Club, James Court, LawnmarkeL

Hamburgh

H EREFORD
Peter & Maureen Ford, 9 Poole Clo«e,

Hereford
M ANCHESTER
John McEwan, c / o Farrish, 4, Sanby
Avenue, Mount Estate, Gorton, Man
chester.
MERSEYSIDE
Details from Vincent Johnson, 43 Mill-

s

bank, Liverpool 13. (STO 2632).
Every Saturday 2.30.
Outside Lewis’s paper-selling.
PLYM OUTH
Fred Spiers, 35 Ridge Park Avenue,
Mutley, Plymouth.
R EA D IN G
Meetings third Friday o f each month
7.30 p.m. at Eric and Carol Morse’s,
16 Foxhili Road, Reading.
ROM FO RD & HORNCHURCH
John Chamberlain, 19 Chestnut Glen,
Hornchurch, Essex.
SHEFFIELD
Peter Lee, 745 Eccleshall Road, Sheffield.
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OFF-CENTRE LONDON
DISCUSSION MEETINGS

SURPLUS £55
DEFICIT FUND
Surrey: F.B.* 15/-; Oxford: Anon.* 5 /-; Don
caster: E.N. 4 /6 ; Hounslow; L.* 2/6; Lon
don: N.J.B. 3/6; London, SJW.7: Anon. 11/-;
Wolverhampton: J .L * 3/-: Wolverhampton:
J.K.W .* 2 /-; St. Helena: S.S. 5/8; Poole:
J.C. 10/-; Taunton: C.W 10/-; De.al: O.R.
£1; London: H.W . £5; New Jersey: A.S.*
7 /-;
Glasgow: S.M. 2/9: Cheltenham:
L .0 .W .* 10/-; Reigate; W .G .G. 4 /-; Belfast:
W .G . 5 /-; Hounslow: L.* 2 /6 ; Newry: J.H.
10/6; Miami: P. proceeds picnic (per P.S.)
£16/16/8; Wolverhampton: J.K.W .* 2 /-;
Wolverhampton: J.L.* 3/-: Wolverhampton:
J.W . 3/6; Slough: E.G, B | Woldingham:
F.B. £2; E. Rutherford: A.S.* 7 /-; London:
V.R. £1; Cheltenham: L.G-W.* 10/-; London:
J.S. 10/-; London; N.0- 4/7 ; Newcastle:
R. N. 5 /-; Huddersfield: A.L. 2 /-; W hit
church: P.C.W. 2/6; Northlim: *=.G. m m
London: A.J.B. 5/6; E. Rutherford: A.S.*
7 /-; London: P.C.* £ |; Victoria. B.C.: B.E.
£1; Galumpton: D.H. 1/9: O xford: Anon.*
5 /-; Hounslow: L.* 2/6; Peterborough: F.W.
2 /6 ; Dundee: A.S.L,R. M Rickmansworth:
P J. 8 /-; London: A.T. £2l Wolverhampton:
J.K.W .* 2 /-; WolverhawPton: J L *
Birmingham: F.D. 3 /-; Preston: R.M. 4 /-;
New York: R.C. t l / i M Commack, N.Y.:
S. G. £ 1 /8 /-; Cheltenham L.G .W .* 10/-;
Weston-super Mara: H > *A . 4 /6 ; Glasgow:
A J . I / - ; Cleveland: C.T. f e S«n Francisco:
p. proceeds social Jon 25 ® § j I'lncaricatoJ
£35; Clara. C alif.: R.A, m i* Youngstown:
II Delegate: £2/2/-;
London: J.R. 6/*; H itch'0* H.E.H. 1/3;
Hounslow: L * 2/6; South*n<L p.O. 5A .
'
TOTAL 87 5 6
Previously a c k n o *!*^® ^ 59 8 3

1964 TOTAL TO DATE £146 13 9
GIFT OF BOOKS: London: A.W .U.
♦Denotes regular contributors.

LONDON ANARCHIST GROUP
“Lamb and Flag”, . Rose Street, Co vent
Garden, W.C.2. (nr. Garrick and King
Streets: Leicester Square tube), 7.45 pan.

called “Vote? What For? It’s All
a Big Fiddle” will also be available
next week.

Actually
A SURPLUS!
38
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Co-ordinating Secretary: J. E. Stevenson,
6 Stain ton Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

REGIONAL FEDERATIONS
AND GROUPS
*
*
*
A printed anti-election leaflet, Cambridge Group

In case you missed it, I consider it
worth mentioning that Life magazine
(U.S.) carried an AUTOMATION
article some time in 1963 called “Point
of no return for Everyone” (featured
on front cover).; This frankly admitted
that the concept that automation would
create as many jobs as it did away with
was completely fallacious. ‘ The system
would in fact be faced with a crisis as
the result of automation—which was
essentially different in nature from the
type of “automation” characteristic of
the Industrial Revolution.
With best wishes, and expressing my
particular appreciation of A narchy
articles.
''^Sincerely,
Ramsgate.
~ ^ NGUS Sloan.

EXPENSES: 6 weeks at £70
INCOME:
£
Sales & Sub. Renewals:
266
Weeks 1— 3
: 171
Weeks 4— 6
—
New Subscriptions:
20
Weeks 1— 3
(23)
18
Weeks 4— 6
(14)
. ------

PROPOSED BRITISH
FEDERATION OF ANARCHISTS

The ‘Hazards of Voting for Any
one’ has now been, revised and is
available. A new poster will be
ready next week:—
Soon All for a X.
Empty Promises..
Worn Out Ideas.
High Sounding Phrases.
Pie in the Sky.

Autom ation

Continued from page I
labour and demanded that there should
be more men to a gang and that the
piecework rates should be increased.
Negotiations have been going on for
fifteen months now over these new rates,
but so far have not met with any suc
cess, and all this time, the employers
have been benefitting from these new
methods to the detriment of the
dockers.
The dockers resumed work when the
Joint Port Working Committee decided
to discuss their claim. A dockers’ meet
ing was convened for the next day to
hear what progress had been made by
this committee. As no settlement had
been reached, the dockers again took
strike action; x ne process was repeated,
with the Joint Committee failing to reach
a settlement and the dockers subse
quently withdrawing their labour.
Although the negotiations have failed,
SELECTIONS FROM ‘FREEDOM ’
the dockers, at their last meeting, de
Vol 2 1952: Postscript to Posterity
cided to return to work but to ban all
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
overtime working. The claim has now
Vol 4 1954: Living on a Volcano
Vol 5 1955: The Immoral Moralists
passed from the Working Committee to
Vol 6 1956: Oil and Troubled Waters
.the Joint Industrial Council.
Vol 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era
This series of strikes, with the sub
Vol 8 1958: Socialism in a Wheelchair
sequent banning of overtime, has been
Vol 9 1959: Print, Press & Public
carried out by the unofficial action of
Vol 10 1960: The Tragedy of Africa
Vol 11 1961: The People in the Street
the men themselves. They are, as in
Vol 12 1962: Pilkington v. Beeching
most ports, divided between the National
Each volume: paper 7/6 cloth 10/6
Amalgamaetd Stevedores and Dockers
The paper edition of the Selections is Union and the Transport & General
available to readers of FREEDOM
Workers Union. This division in union
at 5/6 post free.
membership has made no difference to
HERBERT READ
thp united action which has been main
Poetry & Anarchism paper 2/6
tained. Dockers have learnt from past
experience that it is this type of action
ALEX COMFORT
Delinquency 6d.
which pays.
BAKUNIN
Marxism, Freedom and the State 5/-

Anti-Election
Campaign
News

lation toil to support their masters.
Fortunately, So far they have been un
able to do’ so neither have they been
able to convince ordinary persons that
sex and family life is undesirable.

First Tuesday in each month at 8 p.m.
at Jean and Tony Smythe’s Ground
Floor Flat, 88, Park Avenue, Enfield,
Middlesex.
1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m.
at Colin Ward’s, 33 Ellerby Street.
Fulham, S.W.6.

2nd Friday at Brian Leslie’s, 242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham Hill,
Nr. Station).
3rd Friday o f each month at 8 pjn. at
Donald & Irene Rooum ’s, 148a Fellow*
Road. Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
N o ttin g Hill A narchist Group. En
quiries (Top Flat) 38 Oxford Gardens, W10.

Last Thursday in month:
At George Hayes’, 174 McLeod Road,
S.E.2.

NEW MEETING—Stamford Bridge.
3rd Wednesday of each month at Jack
Robinson and Mary Canipa’s, 21,
Rumbold Road, S.W.6 (off King’s Road),
8 p.m.

Freedom

Air Mail Subscription Rates to
FREEDOM only

weekly

FREEDOM is published 40 times
a year, on every Saturday except
(lie first in each month.

Anarchy m onthly
ANARCHY (2/3 or 30 cents post free),
a 32-page journal of anarchist ideas,
is published 12 times a year on the
first Saturday of the month.

n

H

I year (40 issues) 4 5 /- ($7.00)

Combined Subscription to FREEDOM
and ANARCHY
12 months 4 0 /— (U.S. & Canada $6.00)
6 months 20/— ($31
3 months 10/6 ($1.50)

Special Subscription Rates for 2 copies
12 months 6 3 /- (U.S. & Canada $9.00)
6 months 31/6 ($4.50)

AIR MAIL Subscription Rates
(FREEDOM by Air Mail,
ANARCHY by Surface Mail)
12 months 65/— (U.S. & Canada $9.50)

Postal Subscription Rates to FREEDOM
only
_
I year (40 issues) 2 0 /- (U.S. $3)
6 months (20 issues) 1 0 /- {$1.50)
3 months (10 issues) 5 / - ($0.75)

Special Subscription Rates
for 2 copies FREEDOM
I year (40 issues) 3 0 /- (U.S. $4.50)
6 months (20 issues) 1 5 /- ($2.25)
^

___^
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Cheques, P.O.s and Money Orders should
be made out to FREEDOM PRESS crossed
a /c Payee, and addressed to the publishers:

Freedom Press
17a MAXWELL ROAD
LONDON, S.W.6. ENGLAND
Tel: RENOWN 3736.

P U W s i by fn td m m fm m , 11*. Maxwell Reed, Lm
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